Homo economicus – or more like Homer Simpson?

The final judgement has not yet been passed on what prompted the recent financial market crisis. The Fed’s loose monetary policy, regulatory and supervisory shortcomings, the banks’ unbridled pursuit of profit, and systemic complexity, not to mention non-rational behaviour by economic agents, have all been advanced as explanations. As a result, the homo economicus model still common in economic theory, which effectively forms the microeconomic basis for market efficiency, has once again come under hefty criticism.

In this paper the assumptions of the homo economicus model are compared with the results of psychological experiments. It clearly emerges that in real life people do not always make rational decisions based on established preferences and complete information. In many ways their behaviour thus contradicts the homo economicus model. Much of the behaviour observed is caused through people trying to cope with the complexity of the world around them by approximating, because collating and evaluating all the factors of relevance to a decision overtaxes their mental processing capacity. As a rule these approximation methods deliver serviceable results, but they often also lead to distorted perceptions and systematic flaws.

These psychologically driven inadequacies also occur with investment decisions. Distortions arise due to information availability, errors of judgement about how representative such information is, loss aversion, the search for confirmation, isolation and endowment effects, status quo bias and – particularly on the financial markets – the misinterpretation of patterns.

Investors and investment advisors should be aware of these effects when assessing financial products, when estimating future factors of relevance to the success of an investment decision and their own appetite for risk, and when considering their own investment behaviour – especially since they are dealing with typically non-linear processes in conjunction with long maturities for some financial investments.

Making allowance for these effects in investment decisions can help avoid wrong decisions – but it is still no guarantee of above-average performance.
1. Introduction and structure of the paper

Testifying before a Congressional hearing to investigate the roots of the financial market crisis, former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan shook a central pillar of neo-classical economics with the statement: “Those of us who have looked to the self-interest of lending institutions to protect shareholders’ equity, myself included, are in a state of shocked disbelief.” With regard to the market for credit default swaps and its role in modern risk management, he conceded: “The whole intellectual edifice collapsed in the summer of last year.”

In their book *Animal Spirits*, economists George Akerlof and Robert Shiller go one step further. They maintain that too many macroeconomists and financial theorists have relied almost exclusively on the assumption of rational expectations and efficient markets, with the result that they have lost sight of the dynamics underlying economic crises.

According to the theory of rational expectations developed by John F. Muth and Robert E. Lucas, expectations are rational if, with regard to an outcome such as the price of a barrel of oil in one month’s time, they do not differ systematically from the price resulting from the market mechanism. In its strict interpretation the concept of rational expectations implies that agents are familiar with the structure of the model, which describes the world correctly, and use this to form their expectations. In its less strict form the theory asserts that agents do not make systematic mistakes, in other words they learn from their mistakes.

If economic agents were as rational as defined in this theory, markets could be left to their own devices without any serious imbalances emerging or bubbles forming. In the light of the financial market crisis, however, we are more than justified in questioning whether the theory of rational expectations, even in its weak version, does in fact describe economic reality adequately. In particular, economists are taking an increasingly critical view of the homo economicus model underlying this theory, which postulates that humans act completely rationally and follow the principle of maximising utility, for which they possess seamless information, while people from other fields of expertise are openly pouring scorn on the concept.

Structure of the paper

The following Chapter 2 introduces the concept of homo economicus and its individual assumptions. With reference to the results of psychological experiments, the third chapter examines to what extent human behaviour actually corresponds to these assumptions. Given that people often behave differently and frequently make systematic mistakes, in Chapter 4 we analyse the possible causes of these systematic errors. Finally, the fifth and concluding chapter concentrates on the question of how far these findings can help individual investors avoid making flawed investment decisions.

---

In search of homo economicus

Now, the assumption that people behave rationally and according to logical principles is not a figment of model-smitten economists' completely unrealistic wishful thinking; rather, it goes back to the Greek philosopher Aristotle. And indeed, the assumption that a person has a clear idea of whether they wish to spend the sum of, say, EUR 1,000 on a holiday or would prefer to use the money to buy a washing machine and that, when buying a washing machine, they scout around to obtain an overview of what the market has to offer, is apparently borne out by our everyday experiences. On the whole, much of the criticism of the homo economicus model is based on the misconception that this model seeks to explain the behaviour of individuals. In point of fact, it seeks to arrive at average, stable statements on people's economic behaviour in order to deduce from the sum of people's individual decisions statements on macroeconomic aggregates such as consumer demand.

2. Homo economicus – a highly original character

Criticism of the homo economicus behavioural model stems mainly from its restrictive assumptions. These are:

1. self interest
2. rational behaviour
3. maximising personal utility
4. reaction to constraints
5. fixed preferences
6. (complete) information

1. An egoist who puts himself first

As early as 1776 in his book “The Wealth of Nations” Adam Smith described the self-interest of the individual as a key driver of social prosperity. “It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest.” This does not, however, mean that homo economicus regards his fellow men with resentment and envy; he tends to adopt a “neutral” attitude towards them. The Scottish philosopher David Hume, a close friend of Adam Smith’s, bases his moral philosophy on the assumption that human beings are essentially social creatures. Consequently, within a collective homo economicus may well behave differently from Robinson Crusoe. For one, he has different scope for action as a member of a group, and for another, a group may bring about a decisive change in his self-assessment. Evolutionary researchers see the transition to community life as a successful step that has improved mankind's chances of survival as a whole.

---

5 Although Aristotote ascribed rationality solely to men (!).
2. **Rationality – applying economic principles to action**

Rationality is understood to mean economic Zweckrationalität, i.e. purposive/instrumental rationality. Actions are rational if they satisfy the economic principle of achieving set targets with the minimum allocation of resources or of aiming for the maximum possible degree of target achievement with given resources. These two forms are described as **substantial rationality**. Whereas this principle is practicable in terms of the production of goods in which a monetary value can be assigned to both input and output, when investigating individual rationality the inability to measure utility, or the satisfaction of needs, objectively causes considerable problems. Here, we can actually only take formal rationality as our basis, that is to say the way an individual makes decisions. By this definition, individuals act rationally by choosing systematically from among the alternative courses of action that are available and known to them.

Viewed in this light, both the monk who renounces all worldly goods and the criminal who grabs everything he can get his hands on could, from a purely formal standpoint, be perceived as acting rationally according to their own personal code of values.

3. **Utility maximisation – immune to falsification**

However, people's individual value systems are not directly observable. Consequently, it can in effect be claimed that every individual action maximises utility. Nobel Laureate Gary S. Becker, for example, argues in the introduction to his book “The Economic Approach to Human Behavior” that a heavy smoker whose habit shortens his life expectancy is still maximising his utility, because the years of life forfeited would presumably not be worth the cost of quitting smoking. In his theory of marriage Becker argues that a person decides to marry when the utility expected from marriage exceeds that expected from remaining single or from the additional search for a more suitable mate. He similarly explains the decision to have children on the basis of utility maximisation.

Utility maximisation is the basis of bargaining

The principle of utility maximisation also forms the basis for voluntary productive bargaining and hence social cooperation. Rational individuals will bargain only if both expect to gain from the transaction, i.e. if, on the basis of each party's preferences, the expected utility exceeds the cost of the bargain. Since we have already seen that preferences and the utility function are not observable, the utility maximisation hypothesis is, to some extent at least, tautological. When explaining human behaviour, an attempt is made to get round this problem by assuming that preferences remain stable over time.

4. **Reacting to constraints**

Homo economicus reacts systematically to changes in constraints and/or his preferences. For example, if in a bundle of goods consisting of two items the price of one of the two is increased, this will reduce demand for it. However, Gary S. Becker has demonstrated that a decline in demand due to a price increase (i.e. a negatively inclined demand curve) is not necessarily attributable to rational decision making by individual consumers but that it necessarily results at the aggregate market level from budget

---

Preferences are not observable

Homo economicus does not know what the future holds, but has conditional expectations of it

5. Homo economicus knows what he wants

Since it is not possible to observe people’s individual preferences, the homo economicus model assumes that these preferences are stable. But macroeconomic preferences may change – due to demographic trends for example – even if it is assumed that the preferences in the individual cohorts remain stable. Where individuals act in accordance with their preferences they maximise their total utility. Utility theory attempts to analyse the influence of quantities, prices and incomes on demand. Ways of doing so are marginal utility analysis, indifference curve analysis and revealed preference analysis. Marginal utility and indifference curve analysis depend on the quasi-tautological assumption that demanders will maximise their utility under all circumstances. Revealed preference analysis tries to get round this problem by taking recourse to actually observable behaviour. However, this theory is based on such restrictive premises that hardly any substantive hypotheses can be deduced from it. When a change in behaviour is observed it is often difficult to distinguish whether this involves a change of preferences or is merely a reaction to altered constraints. For example, reduced fuel consumption in passenger transport since 1999 could be attributed to altered preferences in response to the intensified global warming debate. Equally, though, it could simply be an adjustment to the altered constraints imposed by higher fuel prices. Gary S. Becker even makes fun of the fact that economic literature frequently resorts to changes in preferences as a way of explaining seemingly inexplicable behaviour.

However, given the constantly expanding range of goods and services, some of which create new needs or make it possible for the first time to satisfy a latent need – with iPhones, BlackBerry smartphones and resealable Ziploc bags as examples –, preferences will presumably also be subject to on-going modification. Added to which, social processes play a large part in how individual preferences are aroused, as bandwagon and snob effects clearly illustrate. The bandwagon effect, or herd instinct, heightens demand for a good simply because other people are also demanding it, while the snob effect describes the opposite behaviour.

6. Mr. Know It All

In its “pure” form the model postulates that homo economicus is fully informed at all times, abstracting him from the existence of uncertainty and information costs. This patent oversimplification of a “characteristic” is highly detrimental to the reputation of homo economicus. However, the assumption does not imply that individuals actually know what the future holds. It simply means that agents are fully informed of their alternative courses of action and can assess the repercussions and consequences of those actions, weighted by probabilities of occurrence. But incomplete information and the incurrence of information costs can also be factored into the homo economicus concept, whereby the extent of the cost-incurred procurement of information is also subject to rational cost-

---

17 For this see Herbert Simon’s concept of bounded rationality (1955/56).
Homo economicus a “strange creature”...

All in all, the characteristics of homo economicus – in their extreme forms at least – show him to be a rather odd guy. Ralf Dahrendorf, for instance, writes of him: “Social science has so far presented us with at least two new and highly problematical creatures whom we are unlikely ever to encounter in our everyday experience. One is the much-debated homo economicus of modern economics: the consumer who carefully weighs utility and cost before every purchase and compares hundreds of prices before he makes his decision … In our everyday experience this is a strange creature.”

Dahrendorf does, however, concede that by and large economic facts confirm this theory, and while the assumptions may appear strange and incredible, they enable economists to make accurate predictions. This assessment throws the role of homo economicus in economic theory into sharp focus: it is not about explaining individual behaviour but about enabling authoritative forecasts of economic variables such as consumption, which constitutes the aggregation of individual decisions.

... that has long been criticised

The theoretical construction of homo economicus came under fundamental criticism by the economist Thorstein Veblen in the late 19th century. Since the 1950s, psychologists have systematically investigated economists’ assumptions about human behaviour. Experiments on people’s thought- and decision-making processes, and more recently functional MRIs helping to visualise processes in the human brain, have confirmed the suspicion that people function very differently in the real world.

3. Homo economicus meets Homer Simpson – psychological research findings

Human behaviour is compared with solutions from probability theory

Having introduced homo economicus and his characteristics in the previous chapter, we shall now examine the assumptions made by this model with reference to the results of experiments, most of which were initially carried out by psychologists. Meanwhile, however, many economists are also working on such issues, resulting in a new transdiscipline called behavioural economics. The experiments are frequently based on questions from probability theory, represented in the form of games or bets such as coin tossing or a lottery. But the decisions examined in the experiments can also be placed in quite different narrative contexts. With the aid of probability theory, for example by calculating expected values, it is possible to identify the optimal solutions that homo economicus would go for. By comparing these solutions with the results of the experiments, statements can be made on the rationality of the behaviour observed.

Prospect theory as an alternative decision making model

The first frontal attack on the expected utility hypothesis – and by inference on homo economicus as well – was launched by the two psychologists Daniel Kahneman, who was later awarded the Nobel

---

21 MRI = magnetic resonance imaging. The magnetic properties of haemoglobin make it possible to distinguish between oxygen-enriched and non-enriched blood, pointing to activity in the respective part of the brain.
Behaviour contradicts homo economicus assumptions

1. decisions depend on how a problem is described or framed;
2. people’s actions are often guided by risk aversion;
3. preferences are not stable;
4. preferences are influenced by the way they are measured;
5. possession of a good increases the value assigned to it;
6. in absolute terms the negative impact of a loss is greater than the positive impact of a similar gain;
7. people tend to prefer the status quo;
8. people do not always maximise their utility;
9. people frequently act altruistically.

“Measuring” rationality

Homo economicus always acts rationally. He selects systematically from the alternative courses of action open to him and opts for the alternative that produces the greatest utility with the least input. However, psychological experiments reveal that individuals often fail to choose the most favourable alternative for themselves.

Two criteria can be taken to examine whether someone is acting rationally. The first is internal consistency, which can be measured by the transitivity of a person’s actions. If they prefer alternative A to B and B to C, they must also favour A over C. Second, normative theories can be used to examine rationality. Taking different criteria as the guide, normative models make it possible to evaluate the various options and thus determine the optimal solution. A frequently used criterion from probability theory is maximisation of the expected value. In a lottery, for example, the expected value is calculated by multiplying the probability of occurrence by the expected winnings. Say a person has two options: option A, a 50% chance of winning USD 50 and option B, a 25% chance of winning USD 110. With option B they would maximise the expected value, which is USD 27.50 (0.25 x USD 110), whereas the expected value of option A is only USD 25 (0.5 x USD 50).

Instead of a purely monetary value, personal utility can also be assigned to an option as a value, which may lead to a different decision. In the following example an individual faced with two options

A: 0.85 chance of winning USD 10
(expected utility = USD 8.50)
B: 0.25 chance of winning USD 45
(expected utility = USD 11.25)

Normative theories can be used to examine rationality ...

... e.g. expected value or personal utility

Decisions are consistent if descriptive invariance and procedural invariance are given may prefer option A, despite its lower expected value, if they desperately need the USD 10 to buy something to eat. In this case the greater probability that option A will occur gives it a higher utility value.

1. **This way, then that – the packaging can count!**

As just illustrated, whether a person decides rationally can therefore be judged taking expectation maximisation as the yardstick. But the rationality of a decision can also be examined with reference to its consistency. For this the following criteria can be used in addition to transitivity:

1. **description invariance**, i.e. the same decision is always made irrespective of how the problem is portrayed;
2. **procedural invariance**, i.e. the decision depends on how the preferences are measured.

A large number of experiments have demonstrated that human behaviour often fails to satisfy these two criteria.

Nobel Prize winner Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky examined the principle of description invariance in a study by dividing the participants into two groups, which they then confronted with the following problems (the number in parentheses denotes the percentage of participants that chose that option).

**Example 1: Presentation effect (framing) and loss aversion**

Group 1: Suppose you are given USD 300, but you must also select one of the two following options:

- A: 100% chance of gaining USD 100 (72%)
- B: 50% chance of gaining USD 200 and a 50% chance of gaining nothing extra (28%)

Group 2: Suppose you are given USD 500, but you must also select one of the two following options:

- A: 100% chance of losing USD 100 (36%)
- B: 50% chance of losing nothing and a 50% chance of losing USD 200 (64%)

**Framing**

In both groups the expected value for the two alternatives A and B is identical at USD 400. However, the first group preferred the safe alternative resulting in payment of USD 400, while group 2 opted for the riskier alternative B. The result suggests that the way the problem is described or the way the question is framed influences the decision, in other words the principle of description invariance is violated. This **presentation effect** is called **framing**.

The two groups’ different behaviour can be explained by the fact that the participants in both groups wanted to avoid a loss, in group 1 by selecting the safe option A, in group 2 by going for option B in which the 50% probability of a loss is only half as high as with option A (100%). This can be ascribed to **loss aversion**, a phenomenon demonstrated in a large number of experiments. The unpleasantness of losing something hurts twice as much as the pleasure of gaining the same thing.\(^23\) (This is dealt with in greater detail in the section on preferences.)

---

2. **A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush**

Certainty effect

When making decisions, rational homo economicus would always optimise the expected value – obtained by multiplying the gains and probable occurrence. The probability of occurrence as such would play no part in the decision. However, experiments on this have shown that when choosing between options of varying certainty participants systematically give preference to the safer option over the less certain, even if the latter has a lower expected value. This phenomenon is called the **certainty effect** and can be clearly illustrated in the following experiment.

**Example 2: Certainty effect**

The participants are asked two questions with the following optional answers: *(again, the numbers in parentheses denote the percentage of participants that chose that option).*

**Question 1:**
- A: a payment of 4,000 with a probability of 80% (20%) or
- B: a payment of 3,000 with a probability of 100% (80%)

**Question 2:**
- C: a payment of 4,000 with a probability of 20% (65%) or
- D: a payment of 3,000 with a probability of 25% (35%)

Note that the expected values in options C and D are both a quarter of the expected values in options A and B; the relative expected values of the options offered in both questions are therefore identical. Homo economicus would therefore not only choose option C (expected value 4,000 x 0.2 = 800) in question 2 but also option A in the first question, as its expected value of 4,000 x 0.8 = 3,200 is higher than option B (3,000). But in actual fact the participants in question 1 prefer the certain option B.

This certainty effect or, to put it the other way round, risk aversion was also demonstrated in another experiment. It further emerged that the participants in the second experiment behaved risk-avertely when choosing between gains but were risk-happier when choosing between losses.

**Example 3: Certainty effect in the case of gains and losses**

The choice is between different programmes to combat an infectious disease which would probably claim the lives of 600 people if no measures at all were taken.

Group 1 had the choice of the following programmes:
- A: Would save 200 lives (72%)
- B: Would stand a ⅓ chance of saving 600 lives and a ⅔ chance of saving no lives at all (28%)

Group 2 had the following alternatives:
- C: Would lead to the death of 400 people (22%)
- D: Would stand a ⅓ chance of saving all 600 people and a ⅔ chance of leading to the death of all 600 people (78%)

Group 1 had the choice between gains (100% probability of saving 200 lives or ⅓ probability of saving 600). The certain prospect of saving 200 lives appeared more attractive to 72% of the respondents than the riskier option with the same expected value (i.e. saving 200 lives). Group 2 had the choice of the same

---

alternatives, but option C – unlike option A for group 1 – was expressed as a “loss”. This prompted 78% to opt for the risky programme D because they were less willing to accept the certain death (loss) of 400 people (option C) than the ⅔ probability of 600 people losing their lives.25

The two groups’ different behaviour can be explained by their contradictory attitude to risk, depending on whether it entails gains or losses. If the choice involves gains, the decisions are generally risk-averse; where losses are concerned the riskier option is chosen more often.

Further experiments revealed that not only are probabilities rated differently according to whether they entail potential gains or losses but that smaller probabilities are systematically overrated relative to great probabilities. The difference between a 97% and a 98% chance is perceived as less than the difference between a 3% and a 4% chance, as is indeed the case, at least in relative terms.

3. **People do not always know what they want (stable preferences?)**

In microeconomic theory preferences are depicted by means of indifference curves in a simplified two goods model. Indifference curves that are convex to their origin describe combinations of goods x and y that generate the same utility for the person in question, in other words the person is indifferent. The assumption underlying this is that movements on the indifference curve are reversible without utility losses. Homo economicus has clearly defined preferences, which can be depicted in the form of these indifference curves. This means that if, for example, the bundle of goods 5x,3y and 3x,5y lies on homo economicus’ indifference curve, starting out from the position 5x,3y he will demand 2y in return for giving up 2x because the new position 3x,5y that results from this lies on the same indifference curve and thus generates the same utility for him. Were he to demand, say, 3y, it would mean the indifference curves intersecting, which would represent a massive violation of the indifference curve model.

However, experiments have shown that in real life movements on indifference curves are not always reversible and that indifference curves may sometimes intersect. The most important phenomena in this context are the **endowment effect** (also known as divestiture aversion), **loss aversion** and the **status quo bias**.27 Moreover the results of experiments suggest that decisions are highly dependent on the perception of the decision scenario, which in turn is determined by how the question is framed (see above).

4. **Preferences: It’s how they are measured that counts!**

When taking decisions homo economicus tries to maximize his goal achievement or to satisfy his preferences, irrespective of how these preferences are measured. Frequently, however, this “procedural invariance”, a term signifying rationality in decision making, does not occur in real life. In many cases the order of preference revealed will differ, depending on whether the individual expresses it by choosing

---

26 As shown in the section „Utility maximization – immune to falsification“, with these experiments too it is difficult to distinguish between behavioural and preference effects.
between alternatives or “pricing” the various alternatives. The preference system is not therefore consistent.

**Example 4: Measuring preferences (I)**

**Procedural invariance**

An experiment gave participants the choice between the following options:

A: 89% chance of winning USD 4 or
B: 11% chance of winning USD 40

71% go for option A, even though it has a lower expected value than B. But if the participants are asked to quote a minimum price at which they would sell their right to these options, 67% assign a higher monetary price to option B.28

Another example also shows participants giving different answers to the same question when it is framed using different valuation criteria.

**Example 5: Measuring preferences (II)**

Participants were asked to select between two programmes designed to reduce casualties caused by traffic accidents. Programme A costing USD 55 million was expected to limit the number of casualties within a certain period to 500. Programme B cost USD 12 million but would result in a higher number of casualties, estimated at 570.

Most of the test persons opted for the much more expensive option A. In a differently worded version of the problem the participants were told only the number of casualties and asked to assign a price differential that would justify a programme to avoid another 70 casualties. Nearly all the test persons considered the extra USD 43 million too high a price to pay for avoiding a “mere” 70 casualties.

5. **Three, two, one, mine!**

Homo economicus assigns the same value to a good irrespective of whether he possesses it or not. But in real life a good is systematically assigned a higher value if the respondent possesses that good.

**Example 6: Endowment effect (I)**

In an experiment half the test persons were given a pen and the other half a gift voucher. At the end of the experiment all the participants could choose between a pen and two chocolate bars. 56% of the people who had been given a pen to begin with opted for the pen, but only 24% of the remaining participants selected that alternative.

**Example 7: Endowment effect (II)**

In another experiment the participants were shown a coffee mug and half of the group told it was theirs to keep at the end. Then all participants were asked to estimate what the mug was worth and told that if their valuation was above the market value, which would be revealed at the end of the experiment, they could keep the mug but if it was below the market value they would receive the cash instead. It was interesting that the participants who had been promised the mug at the beginning of the experiment assigned a considerably higher value (USD 7.12) to it than those to whom it had

merely been shown (USD 3.12). Evidently the two groups viewed the transactions differently. The group that had only been shown the mug expected either to receive a mug or cash, while the other group felt that they had to “give up” the mug to get cash. Because of their **loss aversion** they demanded a higher price for it.

### 6. A loss hurts twice as much!

Generally, it has emerged from experiments on loss aversion that people base their measurement of personal utility not on the change in wealth and prosperity, but relative to a neutral reference situation. Moreover, a loss of small to medium-sized sums of money is felt twice as much as a gain.

**Example 8: Loss aversion**

A person has to give up their present job and has the choice of two different job offers with which they could improve their situation in terms of one aspect but would have to tolerate deterioration in another aspect. Two versions of the experiment were conducted, each with a choice between the same two new job alternatives but differing in respect of the characteristics of the job the test persons had to give up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>Contact with other people</th>
<th>Travelling time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present job:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version 1</td>
<td>Largely isolated</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version 2</td>
<td>Lots of social contact</td>
<td>80 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New job:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job A</td>
<td>Little contact with other people</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job B</td>
<td>Moderate contact with other people</td>
<td>60 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first version 70% opted for job A, in the second version only 33%. The key factor in version 1 was evidently the deterioration in the travelling time relative to the present job (the reference point), which outweighed the improvement in social contact. In version 2 job offer B involved less deterioration relative to the present job owing to the “moderate contact with other people” and was therefore given preference. The potentially significant reduction in travelling time that would have been possible with job A was regarded as less important. This shows that the test persons reacted more sensitively to the aspect that constituted deterioration for them relative to the reference point.

### 7. When in doubt, leave things as they are (status quo effect)

Loss aversion also plays an important part in the so-called **status quo effect**, as the disadvantages of change appear greater than the potential advantages. The test persons in an experiment were given the task of managing an inherited portfolio that could be invested in asset classes entailing different degrees of risk. A strong inclination not to alter the original structure of the portfolio emerged, irrespective of whether it was more conservatively invested or more risk-oriented. 

The experiment did not take account of transaction costs.
8. **Utility maximisation – it doesn’t always have to be the best**

Satisficing

To maximise utility in a complex decision such as purchasing a car, the utility of the various properties of the car would have to be standardised, i.e. a common unit value – a monetary value, for instance – assigned to them. This would make it possible to compare the utility of different features, say leather seats, airbags or special paint finishes. It would have to be done for all models of car on the market – clearly an impossible undertaking whose costs would far exceed the utility gains. In 1957, Herbert Simon postulated that, rather than maximizing their utility, people seek to achieve a certain degree of satisfaction, a process that he termed “satisficing”. When selecting a car, this means that the buyer defines key criteria and restricts his search to finding a vehicle that meets these criteria. This heuristic is also known as „bounded rationality“.

9. **Self-interest – no man is an island**

The snob or Veblen effect mentioned earlier has already shown that people’s behaviour is influenced by the way other people act. In their book Animal Spirits George Akerlof and Robert Shiller go so far as to ascribe entire economic cycles and boom and bust cycles on the financial markets to infectious waves of optimism, perceptions of fairness and the spread of illegal behaviour. As with the utility maximization hypothesis, any examination of the self-interest hypothesis comes up against the problem that we can only observe actions, while their motives remain in the dark. Evolutionary psychology argues that people who forgo individual utility in favour of a utility gain for others – that is to say who behave altruistically – are indeed acting rationally.

The idea underlying the neo-classical model of a self-interested homo economicus and the theory of evolutionary psychology assuming that genes are interested only in their own reproduction exhibits certain parallels. In the theory of kin selection, people strongly prefer making sacrifices for close relatives. But bargaining experiments also show that people behave much more cooperatively – even towards non-relatives – than the premises on which homo economicus rests would suggest. In a barter transaction, homo economicus should only be interested in maximizing his own utility and unconcerned about whether he may be gaining an unfair advantage over his bargaining partner. An important driver of behaviour towards other people is presumably the personal contact between the agents, prompting them to behave differently than in an anonymous situation – particularly since in real life this kind of interaction does not take place without a past and a future. Moreover, the complex interactions of a modern society would not be possible without an element of basic trust in the honesty and fairness of the person on the other side. The high monitoring costs would considerably complicate many activities, such as contracts in which the reciprocity is not simultaneous.

Happiness research findings similarly show people to have a strong interest in fairness. This is also highlighted in experiments based on the impact of the endowment effect.

**Example 9: Fairness**

Bottlenecks have arisen in the production of a popular car model, leading to waiting times of two to three months. Some test persons
are told that in response to this the dealer has added USD 200 to the list price. 71% consider this unfair. A second group is told that the dealer is no longer giving a USD 200 discount previously granted. 58% consider this behaviour acceptable. The price increase, which is perceived as a loss, is considered worse than removal of the discount, which is perceived as a reduction in profit. Here too of course, the framing effect plays a part.

This example could explain why real wage cuts, which may be accompanied by nominal pay increases when inflation is high, are easier to push through than a direct reduction in nominal pay. 78% of participants in an experiment regarded a 5% pay increase as fair even though inflation was running at 12%, whereas a 7% wage cut was perceived as unfair in an inflation-free scenario. While economists usually cite “money illusion” – i.e. failure to recognise the erosion of purchasing power by inflation – to account for this contradictory behaviour, it could also be explained by the psychological endowment effect (mental costs) and the framing effect.

All in all, the experiments described in this chapter clearly show that very often the individual’s behaviour does not resonate with that of homo economicus. Seldom do individuals’ decisions and perceptions satisfy the conditions of formal rationality, indeed they often make systematic mistakes. Before examining in the fifth chapter how allowance can be made for these findings in investment decisions, we first discuss the possible reasons for these systematic errors.

4. Why do people make “mistakes”? 31

For once in my life I'm confused32 or life is simply too complicated

The evolutionary epistemologist and philosopher of science Rupert Riedl laments that ultimately man was let loose on the industrial age with a prehistoric-era brain. His intellectual capacities are limited. With many problems he is unable to “run through” all the possible alternatives and then decide on the basis of the expected value. Instead, he often has to rely on the use of heuristics. These are approximations that generally deliver quite good results but can lead to systematic errors in certain situations.

Shortcuts that make life easier – and allow errors to slip in

These heuristics are mostly simple rules requiring little information and calculation, and they usually yield acceptable solutions. They draw on past experience and context information to solve decision making problems. This experiential knowledge frequently consists of gut feelings, emotional experiences (schemas) and bookmarks 33 which are stored in the deep limbic system of the brain and are much more quickly available than rational thought in the cerebrum. Particularly in stress situations, these emotional bookmarks can block out rational thought. Experiments have also shown that people under stress do not register even obvious signals (objects, sounds

---

31 The following remarks are based on: Willingham, Daniel T. Cognition (2003): The Thinking Animal. The focus is on chapters 11 and 12.
32 Quote from Homer Simpson in the US comic series “The Simpsons”.
1. **Representativeness – the temptation to pigeonhole**

People need to categorise. If something exhibiting certain features (for example, it has feathers) can be assigned to a category (birds), by analogy further statements can be made about it (it lays eggs). However, people frequently associate an object precipitately with a category simply because they recognise similarities in some respects. This explains why many people do not interpret four coin tosses in a row that turn up tails as being random, even though this outcome can quite possibly occur with such a low number of observations. Gamblers fall prey to the same fallacy by believing that a number or card which has not been played for a while is “due”.

2. **Availability – deceptive recall …**

People have great difficulty judging probabilities. Tests revealed that a statement such as ‘this event occurs on average every five years’ meant much more to test persons than a statement conveying the same content but phrased as ‘the annual probability of occurrence is 20%’. Similarly, the results of experiments calling for logical deductions are found to be far better if the problem is couched in a familiar context.

When called upon to assess the probability of events, people scour their memory for examples of the event in question. The more easily the event can be called to mind, the more probable it is judged to be. For example, demand for indemnity insurance is often found to rise following media coverage of flooding, storm damage or a pile-up on the motorway. In the case of the US a link has even been documented in a comparative study of different federal states between the occurrence of disasters and an increase in life premiums. The availability bias may also explain the procyclicality of investor behaviour. If share prices have trended higher for some time and friends and the media have discussed this, people’s willingness to invest in stocks increases. If, however, share prices have fallen sharply, investors want nothing to do with shares, even if they themselves have not suffered any financial losses and they would be better advised to buy while prices are low. Research on inflation expectations in the United Kingdom showed that a one percentage point acceleration in the current rate of inflation drove up inflation expectations by around ¾ of a percentage point. While path dependence theory suggests that this kind of forecast adjustment to developments in the immediate past may indeed make sense, similar phenomena such as consensus estimates of the development in the USD/EUR exchange rate or the S&P 500 are more difficult to explain.

3. **… and deceptive plausibility**

The availability heuristic does not only influence our judgement of probabilities of occurrence based on our recall. Like the availability of comparable events in our mind, so the apparent plausibility of an event increase when it is judged to be more probable than it actually is.
event that results from related “history” can also influence our judgement of the probability of its occurrence.

Example 10: Plausibility bias

Two scenarios were presented and test persons asked to assess their probability:

A: Extensive flooding somewhere in America killing more than a thousand people.
B: An earthquake in California leading to floods killing more than a thousand people.

The respondents rated scenario A as less likely than scenario B. Although B is only a subset of A – catastrophic floods could certainly have other causes or occur elsewhere in America – they considered scenario B more plausible and hence more probable because a reason was also given for the event.

3. Anchoring and adjustment – give me a ballpark figure

When people have to make quantitative estimates, e.g. the population of an unknown town or the value of a property, they first look around for an anchor. In the first example they might take the number of inhabitants in a town they know. They then set this anchor in relation to the quantity they are required to estimate and adjust it upward or downward on the basis of their additional information. Experiments demonstrated that these adjustments were systematically too small. It also emerged that the choice of anchor, e.g. when estimating prices of unknown products, is highly random. In one experiment students had to begin by writing down the last three digits of their social security number and then place a bid. Participants whose last three digits resulted in a high number made significantly higher offers. In general, experiments of this kind show that it is very easy to manipulate the amount of money people are prepared to pay because they are frequently unaware of their own preferences. This also applies to price negotiations, where it is always best to be the first to quote a price that then serves as the anchor for the negotiations.

4. Wrong treatment of information

In decision-making situations people often make mistakes by ignoring relevant information, taking irrelevant information into account or failing to put different pieces of information into the proper perspective. What is even worse, once they have formulated an explanatory model or, indeed, made a decision, when processing fresh information they systematically give preference to new information that supports their thinking over information that contradicts the model or decision for which they have opted.

Disregarding information

Information that is systematically ignored includes sample size and the frequency of an event, i.e. the base rate. For instance, large samples are much less likely to deviate from normal distribution than smaller samples.

Example 11: Ignoring sample size

Participants were asked whether large hospitals with 45 births a day (A) or small hospitals with only 15 births (B) were likely to register more days on which 60% or more of the babies born were boys, or whether the probabilities were roughly the same (C). 22% chose A
and 22% B, whereas 56% thought the probability was roughly the same (C).

Answer C was presumably based on the knowledge that the probability of gender in an individual birth is indeed 50:50. However the chance of a different distribution is far higher with a low number of observations. 37

Example 11 was concerned purely with estimating the odds of a certain event occurring. Often, however, people are confronted with situations in which the probabilities of different aspects of the problem have to be combined in order to determine the likelihood of a certain event. This problem often arises with medical diagnostics when, for instance, it is a matter of assessing the probability of a positive test result. In addition to the accuracy of the test for a certain disease, the frequency or rate at which the disease actually occurs also plays a key role. Assuming that among 100 positive test results one is a “false positive”, whether the base rate of the disease is 1:1,000 or 1:100,000 is crucial to assessment of the test. 38 This is illustrated by the following classic example.

Example 12: Ignoring the base rate

In a certain city 85% of the taxis are blue and 15% green. A witness to a hit-and-run accident says he thinks he saw a green cab. An eye test shows that under similar lighting conditions to those at the accident there was an 80% chance of his correctly identifying the colour green. The odds that the hit-and-run cab was actually green are not, as one might think, 80% but only around 40%. 39

This example can also be transformed into a question relating to the financial market.

A share index is composed of 100 individual stocks. In a certain year 85 of the stocks exhibit rather weak performance, while 15 more than double in price. An investment consultant claims there is an 80 percent probability of his being able to identify a “doubler”. He recommends a certain share. What are the odds that the price of this share actually will double?

Focusing on individual aspects

When choosing between alternatives people are inclined to focus on an apparently important difference while ignoring other differences or similarities. This phenomenon is known as the isolation effect. 40

Example 13: Isolation effect

In a two-stage game there is a 25% chance of reaching the second round. In the second round participants have the choice between an 80% probability of being paid 4,000 and the certainty of receiving 3,000. But they must make their decision before the first round! The expected values of the two options are:

A: 0.25 x 0.8 = 20% chance to win 4,000
(expected value: 800)

37 Given two births, the chance of the result being “boys only” is 25%, with three births the probability falls to 12.5%.
38 In the first case there are 10 “false positives” for every one positive test result; the odds of actually being ill given a positive result are therefore 1:10. In the second case there are 1,000 “false positive” results for every one correct result, meaning that the likelihood of actually being ill given a positive result is 1:1,000.
39 Given a total of a hundred cabs the number of cabs correctly identified as green is 15 x 0.8 = 12, the number of blue taxis wrongly identified as green is 85 x 0.2 = 17. Putting the number of cabs correctly identified as green in relation to the total number of cabs identified as green, the outcome is 12 / (12+17) = 0.414 or 41%.
B: 0.25 x 1 = 25% chance to win 3,000
(expected value: 750)

This ultimately equates to question 2 in example 2 on the certainty effect (page 10). While 65% of respondents there opted for alternative A (20% chance to win 4,000), in the two-stage frame presented here 78% went for alternative B (25% chance to win 3,000). The difference is that on page 10 the choice is between two probable events. In the two-stage example, on the implicit assumption that they will reach round two the test persons regard winning 3,000 as a certain outcome, which the certainty effect leads them to prefer even though the expected value is lower when factoring the 25% probability of reaching round two into the equation.

Placing information in the wrong context

Relativity Two pieces of information are often viewed in relation to each other even though they should actually be evaluated separately. This phenomenon is called “relativity”. For example, when buying a fountain pen worth USD 25 most test persons would be prepared to drive fifteen minutes to another shop in town to save USD 7. But when buying a suit for USD 455 hardly anyone would countenance a fifteen-minute drive to make the same USD 7 saving. Here the money saved is viewed in relation to the amount spent, whereas in point of fact it should be seen relative to the fifteen-minute drive through town.

Mental costs Another example of relativity that is entirely foreign to homo economicus is based on people’s categorisation of money they have spent or are contemplating spending, so-called mental costs. They may view a certain item of clothing as too expensive or a luxury if they are considering buying it themselves. But if their spouse, with whom they have a joint account, makes them a present of the garment, it is placed in the mental category “gift” rather than “luxury” and no longer seems so expensive.

Including irrelevant information

Sunk costs Sunk costs, i.e. money already spent and irretrievable – a term generally used to denote investment that has not paid off – often influence decisions even though they should actually be of no further consequence. It has been demonstrated, for instance, that the higher the price paid for a concert ticket, menu or other service, the greater the willingness to exploit it to the full even though the consumers do not really like what is being offered and could increase their personal utility by leaving the concert early or not finishing their meal. A similar principle is apparent in politics or companies, where the reluctance to terminate a project that no longer makes sense frequently grows with the amount of money already sunk into it.

Compulsive search for confirmative information

Confirmation bias Moreover, when processing information to help them make a decision people fall prey to a far more fundamental problem, that of confirmation bias. Once a promising heuristic has been developed or a decision made, new information is appraised asymmetrically by systematically overrating information confirming the hypothesis and tending to ignore contradictory information or brushing it aside as an exception that cannot be applied in that particular instance. In this context Dietrich Dörner speaks of “progressive conditionalisation”,

with the aid of which the hypothesis can be immunised against contradictory evidence.  

5. Logical fallacies in statement inversion

This classic fallacy, frequently called the prosecutor’s fallacy, was even perpetrated – albeit by the defence counsel – in one of the most highly publicised criminal proceedings of the last decade, in which the famous American football star O. J. Simpson was accused of murdering his ex-wife Nicole. In reply to the prosecutor’s claim that earlier instances of violence towards his former wife Nicole made O.J.’s guilt patently obvious, the defence stated that each year in the US around 4 million women are beaten by their partners. However, in 1992 there were only 1,432 cases of murder in which women were killed by their partners. This equated, the defence continued, to a probability of 1 to 2,500. In contrast to the defence’s line of reasoning, the right question would have been how high the odds are that a murdered woman who was beaten was beaten by her partner. In 1993 the odds of this in the US were around 90%.  

6. The illusion of patterns and the pattern of illusions

A fundamental problem with processing information is whether the information involved is randomly distributed or whether events follow a certain pattern depending on their past and/or environment and can therefore be examined using time series analysis methods, for example. People are notoriously bad at recognising random developments as such. Evolutionary psychologists explain this by the selection mechanism. The ability to make a connection between the distension of a sabre-toothed tiger’s stomach and the likelihood of its attacking will presumably have proved a useful feature in evolution that could possibly be passed on. Our perception mechanism is geared to identifying connections and patterns. Moreover, experiments and case studies of people who have experienced long periods in extreme situations (prisoners, missing persons) show that people need a certain degree of regularity in their environment giving them a sense of at least passive control and predictability. People despair if they feel that they have no influence over their chaotic surroundings, whereas patterns and recognised causal relationships between elements and events reduce complexity and enable people to process, store and recall information more easily.  

7. Difficulty with non-linear processes

A classic illustration of non-linear processes is the children’s puzzle of the water lily and the lily pond. Given that the lily doubles the number of its blossoms within a week and covers half the pond after 16 weeks, the question is how long it will take before it covers the entire pond. The tendency to underestimate exponential growth rates could also be demonstrated in experiments. Dietrich Dörner set test persons the task of estimating how many tractors a factory that began by producing 1,000 units and stepped up its output by 6% a year would produce in 25, 50 and 100 years. The average estimate of output in 100 years’ time was less than one seventh of the actual figure. These kinds of processes, which correspond to the
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compound interest formula, play a part in practically all investment decisions, and we come back to them in the concluding chapter.

5. Systematic errors in investment decisions – what to beware of!

The behavioural patterns described in the two preceding chapters are presumably widely known and are, for instance, applied in corporate marketing and sales strategies. Governments can also use them to prod their citizens’ decisions – benevolently – in a certain direction.\(^{46}\) For example, they could make it standard practice for an employee to take out a Riester pension plan when signing an employment contract, unless the employee explicitly objected. Research in the US has revealed a significant rise in the contract conclusion rate for occupational pension plans (401k) when the onus to take action is reversed in this way, due presumably to the status quo bias.

In the following we examine the ways in which these inadequacies and the systematic errors that people typically make can impact on investment decisions and discuss how making allowances for these pitfalls might possibly lead to better decision making.

1. People are not rational machines, but they are capable of learning (within limits)

People make systematic mistakes, especially on complex issues such as investment decisions. Reflecting on one’s own behaviour can help avoid such shortcomings and offers a way of learning from systematic mistakes. However, this presupposes that the time between the decision and its successful or unsuccessful outcome is not too long and that the decision-making situation is recurrent. With important financial decisions such as taking out a life policy or pension plan or buying and financing property, neither precondition is usually given. This makes careful preparation of such decisions all the more important. Experiments show that while the participants assume non-rational behaviour by others, they rule this out for themselves. When motorists, for example, are asked to rate their own driving ability, 90% of respondents regularly describe themselves as exceptionally proficient drivers. Evidence of this “illusory superiority” or over-confidence effect can also be found in other characteristics such as people’s state of health or their estimation of their own intellectual abilities.

2. Meta-knowledge – how well do I know what I know?

Through reflection we can not only analyse our own behaviour but gain a greater awareness of the quality of our knowledge and the knowledge of advisers. Knowledge is by its very nature incomplete and frequently has to be revised. The average investor’s knowledge of how a fixed-income investment works and of the risks attached to it will presumably be much better than his understanding of a structured product. People should be aware of the differing quality of their knowledge and make allowances for this when assessing the risk of an investment. But considerations of this kind are frequently pushed into the background by positive and negative experiences in the past (one’s own or other people’s), so-called emotional bookmarks, without the decision maker’s being aware of this.

3. **Representativeness bias – appearances can be deceptive**

On closer inspection complex structured products, and equally savings agreements promising particularly high rates of interest, sometimes turn out to be equity-based. Instead of rashly assigning products to a specific category simply on the strength of the product name or certain features highlighted in the promotional material, investors need to be aware of all the risks that the product entails.

4. **Availability – what you don’t know won’t hurt you**

When rating probabilities it would be wrong to rely on memory, which tends to attach too much weight to more recent information — particularly with regard to assessment of the potential return on an investment. Many products, such as stocks, fluctuate around a long-range trend. Years featuring exceptionally good share performance can encourage people to take greater risks, but they are no indication of another good year. On the contrary, they make a correction all the more likely. On the other hand, periods when the news coming out of the stock market is unremittingly bleak, as in the spring of 2009, are often a good time to buy, but the opportunity is passed up because people are deterred from commitments by the prevailing negative sentiment.

5. **Loss aversion – how much pain can you take?**

When determining their risk appetite people should be aware of their asymmetrical approach to gains and losses. Even strategies that result in steady, small losses over longer periods of time which are subsequently more than offset by infrequent but suitably high gains can be emotionally difficult to cope with.\(^47\) In the absence of procedure invariance, when making a decision it is advisable to try to fathom one’s true preferences by approaching the issue from various angles.

6. **Plausibility – that sounds great!**

Good stories and glossy photos of likeable-looking people in sales prospectuses and company reports may sound and look convincing. But they do not automatically mean that the information is relevant to the performance of the respective shares or property. Success stories in the past need not necessarily stem from an outstanding strategy or visionary management. Indeed, the recent financial crisis has starkly highlighted the dramatic failure of some previously highly rated strategies.

7. **Anchoring – unfounded expectations**

People frequently entertain expectations of yields for which there is often no logical justification. Such expectations need not be purely random, as in the experiments described in the previous chapter. But it is a long time since yields on German Bunds topped 7%, the level they averaged in the 1980s. Nor should expectations of returns on one’s own portfolio be pinned on stories of people who became rich virtually overnight by subscribing to IPOs during the New Economy bubble. Many people still believe that economic growth in Germany averages 2 ½%. True as this may have been in the 1980s, meanwhile trend growth is scarcely more than 1%.

---

8. **Categorisation – a thousand euros are nothing more and nothing less**

People are often particularly careful with money they have earned themselves. But when investing previous profits or money they have inherited they are frequently risk-happier. This can be quite rational if, say, they do not really need the money. But they should be aware of the effect of psychic budgets.

9. **Sample size – it’s all down to composition!**

A portfolio consisting of just a few assets which, moreover, are highly correlated can yield exceptionally high returns in a boom year. But it carries an extremely high risk of causing higher than average losses in the following years.

10. **Isolation effect – the two sides of the coin**

The classic example here is arguably the relationship between risk and return. This is frequently ignored, as impressively demonstrated by the securitised subprime mortgages in the US. Similar mistakes can be made by focusing only on the price risk of an investment while failing to bear in mind that if the worst comes to the worst it may not be possible to find a buyer (market risk). This could be an important factor when choosing between stocks and property.

11. **Endowment effect – it’s worth more than that!**

This effect can lead to exaggerated price expectations when selling an asset, which ultimately puts off any prospective buyers. In the case of a share sale at limit the transaction is not then executed. However, stock market quotes provide a ruthless reality check that will probably cause the seller to lower the limit relatively quickly. But with motor cars or property the situation is more complicated. Firstly, the differences in the product make it difficult to find a guide price, and secondly emotions play a big part.

12. **Confirmation bias – I told you so!**

Investors may encounter this problem at the formulation and decision making stages of their strategy. Once a hypothesis has been framed – for instance, this year will be a good one on the stock market – examples supporting this opinion, such as media reports, positively jump out at them. But contradictory information tends not to be welcome. The same principle applies with a decision once made. In both cases it takes massive evidence before people will accept that they have made a wrong decision – or, indeed, even that the situation has changed so as to render their original decision no longer appropriate.

13. **Status quo bias – sitting on your hands can also be a mistake**

When it comes to investment decisions, portfolio restructuring and, above all, decisions to sell, people should be aware that they have an inherent tendency to do nothing. They should face up to the fact that deciding not to decide is a decision in itself.

14. **Sunk cost – no point crying over spilt milk**

Correcting earlier wrong decisions is so difficult because it implies accepting financial loss and writing it off. This is something that people’s loss aversion makes them very reluctant to do. But the decision to invest one’s capital today in what promises to be a profitable new investment should not be influenced by the realisation of past losses that this necessitates. Otherwise people are still left
sitting on their losses and, to make matters worse, may have passed up a good opportunity to recoup at least some of these shortfalls.

15. **Logical inversion – it's logical!**

Most economic relationships cannot be squeezed into the rigorous corset of formal propositional logic. B does not necessarily always follow on from A, and even then often only under very specific postulates. What is more, particularly with regard to the correlation between prices and demand, the inversion of proposition 1 – when demand increases, prices rise – into proposition 2 – when prices rise, demand increases – is not valid. However, the reverse – when prices rise, demand falls – is correct. In investment decisions the relationship between rising profits and the increase in share prices could represent a logical inversion trap. During the New Economy bubble, for instance, stock investors likely interpreted massive share price rises as signalling future increases in profits.

16. **Belief in patterns – what holds the world together**

In a strict interpretation, an efficient market is distinguished by investors immediately identifying patterns and arbitraging them away through their investments, with the result that the pattern identified is not permanent. This view pulls the carpet from under the feet of generally accepted “stock market axioms” that focus, for example, on seasonal patterns. It could also explain why it is virtually impossible to predict exchange rates. Time and again models are put forward that can generally explain exchange rate trends very well for the recent past, but when used for forecasting purposes it is usually not long before they come to grief. The most egregious case in which belief in patterns – albeit of the highly complex sort – led to the collapse of a once extremely profitable hedge fund is that of Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM). With the aid of two Nobel Prize winners, who were recognised for their research on valuing options, correlations between different sub-markets were used for arbitrage deals. To begin with, LTCM turned in astounding profits until the correlations (patterns) identified collapsed following the Russian financial crisis in 1998 and brought LTCM to its knees. Another illustration of how supposedly stable relationships sometimes simply do not apply is the term “conundrum” famously used by former Fed President Alan Greenspan to describe his puzzlement over the failure of long-term interest rates in the US to respond to the series of rate hikes by the Fed in 2004 and 2005.

These reflections and examples should not be taken to imply that forecasting capital market trends is inherently impossible. In principle stock and bond markets are systematically impacted by developments in the economy and in prices, but investors are well advised to keep in mind that these relationships are not always stable and, indeed, that some relationships are only seemingly correlated (spurious correlation).

---

48 In discounted cash flow analysis the current value of a share is determined by the future discounted dividends paid out by the company, which depend on profits.

49 An alternative explanation is that they merely expected to be able to sell on their shares at a profit following the hoped-for price rises.

50 However, researchers at the London Business School have gone so far as to identify a slightly negative correlation between economic growth and stock market performance. Credit Suisse Global Investment Return Yearbook 2010.
17. Non-linear processes – every little helps

Financial decisions frequently involve non-linear processes, especially in the case of complex options. But even with simple products, the long-term effects of comparatively low annual rates of growth are often underestimated. Average annual inflation of 2% does not sound very much, and people are inclined to ignore it in their pension planning. In 20 years’ time, however, assets of EUR 100,000 will have lost a third of their purchasing power. Conversely, this effect means that over the years small amounts saved can grow into quite decent sums.

Conclusion

Many of the issues listed here may seem obvious. But in an environment like economics and finance, precisely because it is perceived as being so highly rational, the influence of psychological factors and sentiment is frequently underestimated. Of course, heeding these points – arguably not always such an easy matter in practice – will not automatically guarantee the success of an investment. But it could certainly help avoid mistakes here and there. As with Homer Simpson, who acknowledges the effect of psychology on his behaviour when he realises that he is confused, the situations we have described may contribute to a clearer awareness of the impact that psychological factors have on our decision making.

Stefan Schneider (+49 69 910-31790, stefan-b.schneider@db.com)
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